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CHAI RMAN'S CORNER
In my first words to you as Chairman I feel I
must record my thanks for the magnificent
response you gave to our appeal in the last issue
of the Resident. The Special Meeting was well
attended, but even more important, we have, at
long last, a good working commottee, the larg-
est since I have been involved. As far as the
committee is concerned, , we now have the
strength to work effectively for the community,
however in one area, that of subscriptions
collectors, we are still woefully short. If you
would take note of the appeal, printed
separately, for help in this field and respond
in the same way you did at the special
meeting then we will have no cause to complain
of apathy.

At the A.G.M. we lost the services of two busy
and effective officers. David Dunderdale who
became Chairman after only a short time on the
committee, worked hard to give the Association
an ordered and effective organisation. Under his
direction finances ceased to be an all consuming
problem, the Resident appeared regularly and
effectively, and committee meetings were
enjoyable, smooth running and also effective.
Perhaps the most important innovation was his
insistence that every committee member should
have a particular responsibility, a policy which I
hope to continue. My personal than ks, David for
the leadership you gave and the smoothing of the
path you left for your successors.
Andrew Brode who resigned because of an impend-
ing move from the area, served us well as our
treasurer. When Andrew took over the books they
were not in a very good state, due to the unfortun-
ate illness and death od his predecessor. For much
the same reason, our income was almost non-existant
andit was largely due to Andrews efforts that we
managed to pull back on an even keel. I won't say
that Andrew cooked the books but he certainly
produced a new and much more palatable receipe
Our thanks Andrew and when the move finally
materialises our best wishes for your future home
and life in a new neighbourhood.

YOUR NEXT A.G.M.
One of the reasons for the poor attendance at last
year's Annual General Meeting was the traditional
weather in November. It was therefore decided
at the Special Meeting in March 1979, that the
next years A.G.M. would be held in March 1980.
The exact date and venue will be advertised in the
next Resident.

OFFICERS

Chairman
Vice-Chairman
Secretary
Treasurer

JOHN HEDGES.
OWEN ANTHONY.
DEREK THOMPSON.
Mrs. K. DELFS.

The members of your new committee are:

President:
Mr. B.H.W. Tullett, 9 Green Lane.
Committee:
Mr. O.G. Anthonv, 43 Frankland Close,
Mr. H.R. Brown, 33 Frankland Road,
Mrs. E. Burdiss, 17 New Road,
Mr. J.W. Cornwall, 21 Harvey Road,
MfI..S K 1)""P.S 110 L{~K.S Wr'iy,
Mr. P.R. Furr, 15 Winton Crescent,
Mr. R.C. Harnpson, Halfway House, Cassiobridge,
Mr. M.G. Harris, 24 Dickinson Square,
Mr. G.M. Harrison, 12 Norwich Way,
Mr. J.T. Hedges, 44 Ludlow Way,
Mr. S.A. Milward, 30 Hazelwood Road,
Mr. H.G. Smith, 107 Frankland Road,
Mr. D. Thompson,2.39a New Road.

EDITORIAL

The last Editorial which appeared was concerned
with ensuring the resurrection of your Association
from its near technical extinction at the Annual
General Meeting in 1978, because of insufficient
members.for a quorum. Whilst there was no doubt
that the Special Meeting called in March would
reflect the TR UE feelings of the membership, it
was very heartening that over 30 attended, but
even more gratifying was the fact that 15 new
committee members came forward to volunteer
their services. In fact we were a little concerned
whether there would be a vacancy, according to the
rules, for a Treasurer to be elected later!

Since then, this dedicated group of people,
many of whom did not know each other, have
accepted individual responsibilities - attending
Council or official meetings, organising distri-
butors, collectors etc. and have now become
welded into a dedicated and efficient committee.

However, an efficient hard working com-
mittee must have roots in the membership for
complete mature harmony. In the main we do
have this, with our distributors and subscription
collectors. It is in the latter area, however, that we
do have a weakness - one which has been with the
Association for many years.



W ELLER H III I HUBB l E Estate Agents, Auctioneers,
Surveyors and Valuers.
Established 1862.

162 Watford Road, Croxley Green.

15 Church Street, Rickmansworth.
Telephone: R ickmansworth 74734/5

Telephone: R ickmansworth 75232

Head Office:
'Monmouth House', 99 The Parade, High Street- Watford WO1 1LT. Telephone: Watford 23372

Other Offices at: Abbotts Langley, Bushey and Garston

If it's

ELECTRICAL
Lighting, Sockets, Cookers, Garages,

Extensions, etc.

Contact your local electrician
R. Walker, 1 Harvey Road, Croxley Green

Telephone: Rickmansworth 76318

It is absolutely essential that this arm be
strong, as it is from the subscription collectors
that our fuel, our finances, come. In fact, I will
go so far as to say that this weakness is now so
critical that if it continues, then in a year or
so, the now traditional "thank vou" evening for
collect~rs and distributors may have to go and
the ReSident drastically reduced in size. So please
read the article on "SUBSCRIPTIONS" inside and
come forward as a volunteer. Apart from the
satisfaction of doing a valuable job, there is a quite
generous commission which should make it
attractive to O.A.P's.

Finance is also a weakness in what, until
recently, was a self-financing Resident magazine.
Because of steeply rising costs this is no longer so.
There are two choices - either increase advertising
costs, which I deplore or increase the number of
advertisers. This is something positive and it is
where you can help. Peter Furr has agreed to act as
Advertising Manager, with a mandate to increase
the .num?er of advertisers. Please help him, by
letting him know of any new business setting
up, or any business which could benefit from a
local advertisement, which goes into nearly 5,000
homes. If you can have a word with the potential
customer (£6 for 7/8" right across or £6 for 1%"
half across the page) and advertise US, so much the
better. Let Peter know of progress. Talking of the
Resident, I have another appeal to make. There is a
lot of work necessary to produce a Resident - not
just editing articles as they come in. It means filling
perhaps 30 or 40% of the space, co-operating with
~he :ypesetter, pasting up the rough proofs, return-
mg It to the typesetter and O.K.-ing the result.
Then to the printer, collecting same and dividing
the copies for distribution to the distributors,
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And so on. It is a fascinating and satisfying job
and I ~njoy it. Unfortunately, because of other
commitments, the amount of work involved is
proving too much and I am desperately in need
of an Assistant Editor. Will anyone interested in
helping,with this absorbing post, please ring me
on Watford 28418 to discuss it further. Divided
by two, the job would not be too time-consuming
for such an interesting job, but for one person with
limited spare time, it does mean a reduction in
standards, which neither you as a reader, nor I
want. So please give me a ring if you can help -
even a small part of this job.
PROTECT YOUR FREEDOM
There is very little left today that is free, especially
anything in great demand, such as land.

We are very fortunate in Croxley in that we
have an area known as Common Land. I refer of
course to the Moors. What makes this area even
more precious is the stretch of the Gade river
which runs for about half a mile from John
Dickinson's Mill downstream toward Rickmans-
worth, which is a FREE fishing zone.

There are many Angling clubs and Associations
who would give a small fortune in order to obtain
the fishing RIGHTS in this stretch of the river,
which contains a good head of healthy fish of
several species (Chubb, Roach, Perch, Carp, erc.)
Should this ever happen, there are many anglers,
especially some of the younger ones, who would
possibly never be able to fish it again.

However, it seems to me that many of the
young, and indeed some of the not so young, do
not share my appreciation of this valuable amenity.
I refer to the way the river and adjacent land is
abused and used as a dustbin. I do not think this
attitude conforms to Isaac Walton's idea of
The Complete Angler.

I appeal to everyone who fishes there to join
me in trying to improve this situation and set an
example to the younger anglers. In order to
facilitate this improvement I have written 'to Three
Rivers to ask them to provide litter bins, Also, I
should like to hear from anyone prepared to make
up work parties in the closed season in order to
clear some of the excessive reed and make up some
proper swims, thus making it better for everyone
including the fish.

Let's try to avoid the possibility of losing the
FREEDOM of this valuable stretch of the Gade.

D. Thompson,
239a, New Road, Croxley Green.
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COMMUNITY
ASSOCIATION

The main news from the Community Asso-
ciation is that we now have a Community
Centre, formerly the Youth Centre, situated
behind the shops in New Road, and from
now on all the Community Association's
functions and activities will be based at the
Community Centre.

We have taken over the lease of the
Youth Centre from the Council and it has
been necessary to do some extension and
improvements to the building, for which we
received a loan of £9,000 from Three Rivers
District Council and a grant of £750 towards
the provision of emergency lighting_ An
application for a bar licence is in the pipeline
and this has necessitated several changes to
the constitution of the Community Associa-
tion which were approved by the members
at a Special General Meeting on September
25th_

We hope that the building will be fully
operational in November, when the
Association will be running its own
functions on some evenings, and the hall will
be available for hire by local organisations at
other times, The play group and Mother and
Toddler club will continue to use the hall
during the day. We would also like to run a
Youth Section but desperately need volun-
teers to help organise this - if you would

Croxley Green Community
Association Executive Committee
Chairman:
Mr. M. Watkins,
123 Winton Drive, Watford 35190.
Vice-Chairman:
Mr. D. Reader,
121 Kenilworth Drive, Ricky 74630.

like to help, please contact Mr Watkins,
telephone Watford 35190.

The Social Committee is running several
functions over the winter - tickets are
available from Watford 35190.

November 30th Barn Dance at Watersmeet
December 8th Family Night and Film

Show
December 24th Family Disco and Open

Evening
December 31st New Year Dance

The Community Association has at
present some 2,750 members throughout
Croxley Green - if you are not a member
but would like to join, please contact Mrs
Forster, telephone Watford 28982. We
would like to thank the bank of volun-
teers who have collected the membership
dues in the past and would like to hear from
anyone who would be willing to do this
again. New volunteers are always welcomed
with open arms, so if you have a little spare
time to collect in your area, please ring Mrs
Forster.

Any enquiries about hiring the hall
should go to Mr Reader, telephone Rick-
mansworth 74630, and if you are a member,
why not come along to the Community
Centre to seewhat we are doing?

GENEROSITY
For many years I have been puzzled by the

generosity of Three Rivers Council in providing a
"Free of Charge" Car Park close to Rickmansworth
Station for the use of commuters from a very wide
area. It is of no help or convenience to the vast
majority of Ratepayers as it is always full well
before 8.00 am. Recently this Car Park has been
superbly re-surfaced at great expense and perhaps
the commuters who use it would be willing to con-
tribute in some tangible form to this expense.
Further than this the Council are pleased to
provide a Golf Course and Mansion at a "Peppercorn
rent for the very needy golfers at Moor Park. It
would be interesting to know if there is any other
Council in the Country who are so generous to
people outside their area. Interested Ratepayer_

MORE VACANCIES
Counterhand Cutter. Anyone willing to give a hand?
Would suit a budding Shorthand Typist.
Branch Manager required by Forestry Commission.
Gardeners required- Week-end work on a rota-vator?

Security firm requires stocktakers.
Mobile engineer - must have "GO".
Head inspector required by phrenologist.
Library assistant - book early.
Openings are available for road repair workers.
Coal preparation engineers - no slackers.
Port construction engineers - must have been
innoculated against gout.
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THE RICKMANSWORTH & CROXLEY GREEN
FAREPAYERS' ASSOCIATION
"THE FAREPAYERS"

London Transport Report & Accounts 1977-
re outer counties

"Substantial losses are still being made on these
sections and unless adequate revenue support
grants are received, further special increases will be
necessary; consideration will also have to be given
to reducing services or possibly in some cases even
to withdrawing services completely".

Price Commission L. T.E. "Increases in Passenger
Fares" Chapter 2, paragraph 4 - 24/7/78

"The G.L.C. is unwilling to continue to meet
these losses (i.e, in outer counties) which will
amount to £4m. in 1878-79. Premium fares were
introduced in July 1977 and some service
economies have been made but if adequate grants
are not received L.T.E. has intimated that further
measures will be needed".

Already in 1979 there have been two fare
increases but if one were looking for a crumb of
comfort it would be that, unlike other outer
counties, there was no premium element for users
in this area. Most of the "credit" for this outcome
must belong to Herts. County Council. They have
consistently taken a tough stance on fare increases
when negotiating with L.T.E. although both sides
know that there is the Transport Supplementary
Grant. The T.S.G. is supposed to cover L.T.E.
losses attributable to outer counties; 70% is cen-
trally funded, the balance being provided by the
county in question.

Herts. County Council's objection officially is
that it is unfair that British Rail is 100% centrally
funded but the Government (i.e. Labour) insisted
that London Transport is a local transport system
and must be funded by the T.S.G. A temporary
solution has been found for this impasse. The 70%
T.S.G. from Central Government is passed to L.T.E.
without the 30% rate-borne element. Th is situation
will not be allowed to continue indefinitely,
especially in the light of the changed political and
economic climates.

In my experience most users of the Metropolitan
line are commuters and their biggest grumble is the
level of service.

Everyone must accept the relationship between
inflation of costs and fare increases but travellers
from Rickmansworth must be asking themselves
how losses are being made on the Metropolitan line
between Rickmansworth and Moor Park when the
trains leaving Rickmansworth are invariably full
during the peak periods. The" Farepayers" have
been tackling this situation during the year. There
is no doubt that L.T.E. is losing money and some
of this loss is attributable to Herts. stations. Our
attack is aimed at the changing patterns of use.
L.T.E. statistics prove that of all stations outside
the G.L.C. section of the Metropolitan there has
been a decline in the numbers of passengers, that is
at all stations with the exception of R ickmansworth
and Moor Park. When the deterioration in the
service due to "staff shortages" and retimetabling
is taken into account, it is hardly surprising that
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trains from Rickmansworth in the morning are so
full! In the face of these facts London Transport
came up with a proposal involving a new timetable
which would change the distribution of trains in
favour of Rickmansworth. While our proposals
would involve a reduction in the number of trains
from Watford, there is no reason why the flexibility
of service should be affected.

On the subject of service, we think that
commuters from Croxley will have appreciated
the fact that Watford-bound trains are held at
Moor Park in order to allow users of the fast
Chesham/Amersham to make the connection
home.

Howard Smith
107 Frankland Road, Croxley Green.

Tel: Rickmansworth 74960

Subscriptions
Collectors will have been calling upon you for the
annual subscription but we are woefully short of
manpower for this essential task. For your guidance
here is a list of all roads which are in need of
collectors for the whole or part of their length.

Barton Way
Baldwins Lane
Beechcroft Avenue
Copthorne Road
The Crescent
Dickinson Avenue
Dickinson Square
Dorrofield Close
Dugdales
Fuller Way
Gade Bank & Cassiobridge
Gonville Avenue
The Green and roads off
The Grove
G rove Crescent
Hazelwood Road
Kenilworth Drive
Lincoln Drive
Lincoln Way
Little Green
Lovatts
Malvern Way
Mayfare
New Road
Oakleigh Drive
Rochester Way
Rousebarn Lane
Scots Hill
Springfield Close
Sycamore Road
Valley Walk Plus many others
Watford Road
Windmill Estate

Each road is spilt up into routes containing between
25 and 30 houses and from personal experience two
such routes cab be collected in three evenings, includ-
ing one return visit. The subcriptions which are 25p
per household or 15p for O.A.Ps carry a commission
of 20p in the £. Can you spare three evenings a
year to help us in this task? If so please contact
George Harrison at 12 Norwich Way or on Watford
32082. If your subscription is unpaid he will also
be pleased to accept this. This appeal is to YOU,
if you want us, we need YOU.



Mrs. DORIS WHITFIELD
It is with sadness that we report the death of Mrs. Doris (Dolly) Whitfield. She was a member of the
Wilbey family, her father being a well-known figure in Croxley Green before her. All her life she has
shown her concern for Croxley Green and her friends, the people who live here. The voluntary work
she has done, and the various voluntary bodies she has served upon are so numerous, that any list
would be incomplete.

She served for many years as a committee member of this association, and as the years and failing
health caused her to slow down a little, we were pleased to elect her as one of our vice-presldents. Her
presence at our monthly meetings - she rarely missed one, was valued for her enthusiasm, experience
and wise counsel.

Croxley Green Society will miss their vice-president and the Community Association a valued
committee member who loaned them their premises in New Road, which have done so much to help
them in their formative years. The old people of Croxley Green, the Red Cross and many others will
wish to join us in this tribute. In this connection Croxley Green Society are co-ordinatinq an effort
to erect a memorial seat, probably outside the library. If you require further details, please contact
the secretary, Mrs. Audrey Middleton, 60 Beechcroft Avenue, telephone: Watford 24576.
. It i.snow announced t~at.the Croxley Green Society in conjunction with other local organisations,
including your own Association are to erect a seat outside the Croxley Green Library in memory of
Mrs. Whitfield.

OUR NEW BUSES ON THE ROAD
...... TO WHERE?

Last Spring when I wrote a few words on our new
"W" buses just introduced, I expressed the hope
that official claims would be justified. Privately
however, I felt that the ultimate service would
soon deteriorate into the familiar self-destructive
eddy pool of increasing fares, decreasing services
and diminishing passengers. As copy date drew
near for the Summer issue (which was not
published), tell-tale signs were beginning to appear;
gaps were again appearing in the time tables;
"bunching" of buses was occurring and not
always consistent with adverse traffic conditions;
buses on a Sunday were running perhaps 10
minutes early. with perhaps the next one missing,
sometimes a 90 minute wait for someone who was
there five minutes early; buses were being turned
around before completing their journey.

Time has passed and according to reports, in
areas other than those in close proximity to Wat-
ford, the new service is little better than the one
which it replaced. However, isolated reports can be
of freak conditions, which would be misleading.
On the other hand, isolated but true reports can be
dismissed by officialdom as being a freak condition.
Isolated complaints however numerous, can lead
to the unequal battle between the individual and
the trained public relations officer whose training
appears to me to be more related to trying to
prove that the problem does not exist rather than
to solving the problem.

One of the functions of your association is the
taking up of an individual's justifiable complaint
and, by co-ordinating the complaints of similar
problems of others, making a co-ordinated approach
to the appropriate authority.

With this in mind, your assistance is requested
in carrying out a survey on our new bus routes.
Will you please, therefore, for a period of say two
weeks from receipt of your resident, make a note
of occasions when you have had to wait an
UNREASONABLE time for your bus, or if it
has gone early (you may have caught it, but others
may not, and may list it as missing).

Will you please lay your questionnaire out as
follows:-

Date:

Place:

Route No.:

Destination:

Time you arrived:

Time Bus arrived:

Time Bus scheduled:

How long you waited:

and so on ...

When you have completed your list, please send
it to me (not later than 2 weeks after receipt of
your Resident). We can then build up a picture, in
depth, in area and time, of what sort of service we
have. We can then approach the Bus Company
together, hopefully with other organisations, if
there is justification, from a position of strength.

This is not a witch hunt; it is an attempt to
obtain an honest and fair assessment of the
position, so that we can pinpoint the weaknesses
and make suggestions for improvements.

It must be admitted that most of the corn-
plai nts come from more remote areas, as
expected'. The new services are concentrated in
the Watford area, where a missing bus means only
a 5 minutes wait for the next bus. However, out-
side Watford, a missing bus means at least 30
minutes and more likely an hour.

It is claimed that in the Watford area people
are reasonably pleased with the new service and
that the number of passengers has gone up. It
makes one think: We all know the familiar spiral -
increased fares, deteriorating services, resultant
fall in passengers, leading to increased fares and so
on. The Watford area has been given a better
service and already the spiral has become less
severe, despite the appalling cost of even a short
journey. Is there not a pointer here? The public
wants and needs a decent bus service. Given a
chance they have responded, within the limits of
their pockets. Is it not time that their pockets were
given a chance and fares REDUCED. Would not
more people respond? Could not the benefits
extend beyond more passengers and hence more
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revenue into wider fields such as less cars less
accidents, less new roads etc. I am told that
Sheffield can provide a reliable journey for 6 pence
which would cost at least 25 pence in Watford.
So what has Sheffield got that we have not? -
apart from a good old fashioned cheap reliable
bus service, that is!

~r!lddie Laker says that if fares are low enough,
sufficient extra traffic can be generated to produce
a profit. Isn't that what WE want too - LOWER
FARES leading to MORE BUSES.

Bob Hampson,
Halfway House, Cassiobridge, Watford.

Since writing the above, there has been a
report in the Telegraph that Bristol Omnibus has
reduced their fares by 50% with the result that
services between Swindon, Hungerford & have
increased by 100%
The experiment is to be extended. See what I
mean?

EDITORS CORNER

FOOD FOR THOUGHT

No one can make you feel inferior without your
consent

In order to enjoy doing nothing, it is usually to
do something

Opportunists take now for an answer

Having the right to do it, does not mean that it
is right to do it

Strange that the expression 'It is none of my
business', is always followed by "but"

You can't shake hands with a clenched fist

NOT QUITE WHAT WAS MEANT
The detour signs will be well placed so that no
one will have any trouble getting lost

Citizens Advice Bureau:
Members of this organisation attend at the County
Library at the corner of Barton Way and New Road
on Thursday mornings (10 am-l pm) but report
that few people come with their problems and have
asked us to advertise them.

Citizens' Advice Bureaux can give advice on a
large number of matters and are often very useful for
senior citizens.

TV, VIDEO AUDIO

SALES, SERVICE & RENTAL

PERICO ELECTRONICS
245a, New Road,

Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 73997
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PARISH COUNCILS

You may have been approached to sign a petition
supporting a call for the setting up of a Parish
Council. This is a move by a political party and it is
because of this political aspect that your Associa-
tion is opposed to such an attempt.

I ask you to consider just what advantages a
Parish Council would give compared with the
functions of your Association. Many years ago
your committee saw the dangers of having
powerful political personalities on a committee
when decisions were sought for political advantage
rather than the good of the community. This is
why the rules of your Association do not allow a
Councillor to serve on the committee; if an
Association committee member is elected to the
Council, then he has to resign from the
Association. The result is that any problem is
discussed on its merits and any decision arrived at
for the same reason. Never is there any political
bickering or point scoring or decisions taken with
an eye to how many votes can be won at the next
election. Your Chairman and I have served on two
committees together for a good many years and
although I suspect that we MAY be on opposite
sides of the fence, neither of us knows for certain!
So think carefully before you sign a petition which
gives only one side of the case and is politically
sponsored.

Consider also the cost - a Parish Council
would receive a subsidy from the rates. Your
Association is self-financing by VOLUNTARY
subscription. Consider also that a Parish Council's
powers of influence over the Council are limited
to very narrow fields e.g. allotments, etc., your
present Association has direct contact with your
Councillors on ANY subject and with your Coun-
cil through the Three Rivers Consultative Corn-
mittee, again on ANY subject.

Consider again - that at a recent Public
Meeting to discuss whether we want a Parish
Council, the community as a whole, almost to a
man, thought that the evening's T. V. programme at
home, was more important than attendance at the
meeting - your Association's A.G.M. was vastly
better attended.

Lastly a Parish Council would mean yet
another layer of Officialdom, probably between
you and the Council with more powers over you.
If you think that this is a dog-in-the-manger
attitude, let me say that if there ever were Parish
Council elections, then one or two successful
candidates would probably come from your
Association, based on their previous public service.
If given a free choice, anyone of those would
rather be free of political pressure, and continue to
serve your Association.

The above are personal views and I have deli-
berately made them provocative. However, there
are obviously other opinions. So please let me hear
from you before 31st January 1980 - the columns
are wide open for you!

Bob Hampson



D. MACLEAN

202A Watford Road
Croxley Green

Rickmansworth, Herts.

Telephone: Watford 26567

Glass Merchants
Glazing Contractors
A luminium, Windows & Doors
Double Glazing Specialists

"The Handyman's Shop" Tel:Rick.75697 24 HOUR SERVICE

P. BECKFORD Ltd.
307 BALDWINS LANE, CROXLEY GREEN

Timber, Hardboard and Mouldings
Ironmongery and Tools Domestic Hardware

Garden Requisites Key Cutting
Electrical Accessories Glass cut to size

Stockists of High Class Decorating Materials
Agents for Crown, ,.C.I., Melody, Sanderson

and Shand Kydd Wallpapers

PLUMBING HEATING

EMERGENCY!
SERVICES Co.

WATFORD26666
ELECTRICAL DRAINS

Hardware + ChiDa + Gifts + Paints + Wallpaper + Tool.

Delivery3 Ne" Parade, The Green, Crosley- Green
Telepboae: RICKMANSWORTH 74556

Picture Frame. Made + Timber + ParatIID +

G. W. Hunt & Son

Family Grocers and Provision Merchants

FREE DELIVERY SERVICE

12 Scots Hill, Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 72127

H. WILLOUGHBY
305 Baldwins Lane, Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 74559

High Class Fruit & Vegetables
PERSONAL SER VICE

P. & M. AUTOS (Croxlev Green) LTD.
50 New Road, Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 75144.

PETROL / MoT TESTING /
CRASH REPAIRS / SERVICING /
WHEEL BALANCING

Personal Service

R. GRAY & SON

Newsagent / Tobacconist / Confectioner

Greetings Cards / Post Office

158 Watford Road, Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 72512
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You are invited to worship at the
'His name shall be Jesus, for He
shall save His people from
their sins'

Baptist Church, Baldwins Lane
Morning Worship: 9.30 a.m.
Family Service: 11.00 a.m. Rev. Keith Moyes, B.O.
Evening Praise: 6.30 p.m. Telephone: Watford 31403.

Mathew 1, verse 21.

Period, traditional and individual designed fireplaces,
D.I.Y. Kits; Log Grates; Fire Baskets; Canopies;

Gas Log Fires; Wood Burning Stoves;
Most Fireplace Accessories.

Pleasesend letters, contributions and
advertisements to:

Mr. R. Hampson,
Halfway House, Cassiobridge,
Watford, Herts.
Telephone: Watford 28418.
-COpy DATE - 31-1-80

As many short articles as you can please!

CROXLEY TRAVEL AND
THEATRE SERVICE LTD.

154 Watford Road, Croxley Green
Telephone: Rickmansworth 76252/3

We offer the complete travel service by acting
as agents for all the world's transportation and
holidav companies. For the best in personal atten-
tion. call in and see us.

TYSONS HARDWARE
(Proprietor: T.R. Tvson)

143·145 NEW ROAD, CROXLEY GREEN

Houseware Paints
Timber Wallpaper
Hardboard Paraffin
Garden Equipment Pet Foods

DELIVERY SERVICE
TELEPHONE: RICKMANSWORTH 77625

A. DICKINSON
& CO.

REGISTERED PLUMBERS
and

HEA TlNG ENGINEERS

64a Valley Walk, Croxley Green
WATFORD 20819

Sample our Finest Cantonese Food in your local

Hew ehint111ou~e !tr".
1 The Green, Croxley Green, Rickmansworth Telephone: Rickmansworth 75052
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